In different industrial processes in which position and force control are desired, electro-hydraulic systems have a widespread area of utilization. Models of electrohydraulic systems include high order nonlinearity. In this study, a gain scheduling linear model corresponded with nonlinear model of a hydraulic force actuator system is developed. The proposed model is constituted in two distinct and consecutive stages. In the first step, nonlinear terms caused to nonlinearity are described by the means of measurable or observable system parameters and embedded in a nonlinear scheduling parameter. Thus, the scheduling parameter is continuously extracted from main system. In the second step, the nonlinear system equation is rearranged by the scheduling parameter and by this way parameter varying linear model is obtained. The simulations which are performed by use of Matlab-Simulink computer program show that the proposed model rightly fits to the nonlinear system model.
Introduction
Precision of position and force control of hydraulic systems is the key role of engineering applications in order to design more economical and quality systems. Because of their high force to weight ratio, small size and flexibility, facility of setting speed, force and torque, high precision control, etc., hydraulic systems are sufficient for many industrial areas such as manufacturing, aerospace industry, automotive technology and robotics [1] [2] [3] . The high control performance of the hydraulic systems has an importance as an engineering requirement, in order to create higher quality-systems and therefore computational modeling studies are important to obtain high level production quality. Furthermore, modeling and simulation studies have the potential to guide technological development and to reduce costs. However, highly nonlinear natures of electrohydraulic servo systems are well-known. The nonlinearities of hydraulic servo systems have considerable effects on the model accuracy. They arise from compressibility of the hydraulic fluid, the complex flow properties of the servo-valve, and frictional forces [2] . In recent years, significant improvements have been made on the modeling of hydraulic systems in the literature. Maneetham and Afzulpurkar [4] developed nonlinear mathematical models to obtain the experimental system responses. Pfeiffer [5] developed a new modeling scheme for hydraulic systems and illustrated the performance on a large industrial model. Deticek and Kastrevc [6] considered the nonlinear mathematical model of electro-hydraulic position servo system and, some simplifications of mathematical model according to specifications of real components. Eyres et al. [7] studied on several possible methods of modeling and dynamic response of a passive hydraulic damper with relief valve. A more complex nonlinear model incorporating the dynamics of the internal spring and fluid compressibility is obtained. Bonchis et al. [8] studied on the effect of friction nonlinearities on position control of hydraulic servo systems. Kalyoncu and Haydim [9] obtained a leakage in servo-valve and actuator. In hydraulic systems, cylinders are crucial component converting the fluid power into a linear motion and force. Cetin and Akkaya [10] obtained a mathematical model of a hydraulically actuated system which was consisted of an asymmetric hydraulic cylinder rode by a four way, three position proportional valve. Interesting point of this model is that the bulk modulus parameter is considered as variable. Common point of the studies mentioned above is that it is obtained from nonlinear complex model, then it is synthesized nonlinear or complex controller. To remain within linear control theory and design a controller with high performance, it is a must to use a linear model corresponded with the nonlinear model. At this point, gain scheduling based modeling presents a powerful tool [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Gain scheduling is a widely used technique for modeling and controlling certain classes of linear or nonlinear time/parameter varying systems. Rather than seeking a linear time invariant (LTI) model or controller for the entire operating range, gain scheduling consists in modeling an LTI model or designing an LTI controller for each operating point and in switching model and controller when the operating conditions change [11, 12] . In this paper, a hydraulic force actuator is originally modelled by means of the gain scheduling technique. The obtained model completely fits to its nonlinear model. The proposed model is composed in two distinct and consecutive stages. Firstly, nonlinear terms which caused nonlinearity are described by measurable or observable system parameters and embedded in a nonlinear scheduling parameter. Thus, the scheduling parameter is continuously extracted from main system. Finally, the nonlinear system equation is rearranged by means of the scheduling parameter and, parameter varying linear model is obtained. The simulations which are performed by using of Matlab-Simulink computer program show that the proposed model completely fits to the nonlinear system model. The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Gain scheduling actuator model
A full set of a hydraulic force actuator compose of five main components named as piston-cylinder, electro hydraulic powered spool valve, hydraulic pump, reservoir and piping system. The hydraulic force actuators are governed by electro hydraulic servo valve allowing for the generation of forces between the sprung and un-sprung masses. As seen in Figure 1 , the hydraulic actuator cylinder lies in a sequent configuration to a critically centered electro hydraulic power spool valve with matched and symmetric orifices. Positioning of the spool u directs high pressure fluid flow to either one of the cylinder chambers and connects the other chamber to the pump reservoir. This flow creates a pressure difference PL across the piston. This pressure difference that multiplied by the piston area Ap is what provides the active force f. The system parameters are given in the Table1. 
Nonlinear dynamics for the hydraulic actuator valve are given as the followings: the change in force is proportional to the position of the spool (u) with respect to center, the relative velocity of the piston (̇−̇=), and the leakage through the piston seals. Spool valve position u is controlled by a current-position feedback loop. The essential dynamics of the spool have been shown to resemble a first order system as the followings
where, v is the control voltage. Matlab-Simulink block diagram of the nonlinear hydraulic actuator model is given in Figure 2 . The scheduling parameter is defined in Equation 3.
If Cx is substituted in Eq. (1),
is obtained. Moreover, k, m and n expressions are 304 C. Onat et al. / IJOCTA, Vol.7, No.3, pp.301-306 (2017) defined in Equations 5-7 respectively. The expressions are constants and derivable from system parameters.
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The Matlab-Simulink block diagram of the proposed gain scheduling hydraulic actuator model is given in Figure 3 . Note that the gain scheduling parameter Cx is a function of actual force and servo valve position and obtained from real system.
Simulations
Responses of the nonlinear model and the gainscheduling linear model for sinusoidal, square, saw-tooth and random functions of the target force are shown in Figure 4 . In the simulations, the disturbance input is a sinusoidal function with amplitude of 10 m/s and frequency of 5 rad/s. From these results, it can be seen clearly that the proposed hydraulic actuator model fits the nonlinear model well. It is notable that proposed model gets additional time delay of 0.02 s. Computational load of the operation which the gain scheduling parameter is obtained causes the time delay.
Conclusion
In this study, a gain scheduling linear model corresponded with nonlinear model of a electrohydraulic force actuator system is proposed. Simulation results show that the proposed hydraulic actuator model fits the nonlinear model well. However, proposed model takes a small time delay into the system due to computational extra load stemming from calculating the scheduling parameter. If the time delay partaking of the computational load is considered, proposed model implicitly matches the nonlinear model.
